All Kinds of Families
This list features books which contain all sorts of families, and are great reads as well, compiled by
Joy Court, SLA Book Reviews Editor.
Picture Books
It’s A No Money Day.
Kate Milner
Barrington Stoke ISBN: 978-1781128817
A moving insight into the sad rise and necessity of foodbanks from the
perspective of society's most vulnerable children. A wonderful loving
relationship despite all.
Eddie's Garden: and How to Make Things Grow
Sarah Garland
Frances Lincoln ISBN: 978-1845070892
A gentle story with lively characters and colourful illustrations is also packed
full of information on how to grow a garden like Eddie's for yourself. An artist
skilled at portraying the ordinary and everyday.
Missing Mummy
Rebecca Cobb
Macmillan ISBN: 978-0230749511
Perfectly pitched text and evocative artwork explore the many emotions a
bereaved child may experience, and importantly, the book also focuses on the
positive - the recognition that the child is still part of a family, and that his
memories of his mother are to be treasured.
Mum and Dad Glue
Kes Gray and Lee Wildish
Hodder ISBN: 978-0340957110
A little boy tries to find a pot of parent glue to stick his mum and dad back
together. He wants to mend their marriage, stick their smiles back on and
make them better. But, as he learns, even though his parents' relationship
may be broken, their love for him is not.
There’s Room For Everyone
Anahita Teymorian
Tiny Owl ISBN: 978-1910328392
This is a beautiful and profound picture book ― a testament of our time and a
touching allegory for war and the refugee crisis.
The Seeds of Friendship
Michael Foreman
Walker Books ISBN: 978-1406365900
Adam feels alone in the strange new city. He misses his old friends and the
colours of his faraway home. So when a teacher gives him a few seeds, it
plants an idea in him an idea that could transform his gray world forever.
Through the Eyes of Me
Jon Roberts and Hannah Rounding
Graffeg ISBN: 978-1912213009
Portrayal of life as a child with Autism, narrated by 4-year old Kya, who guides
readers through her likes and dislikes and all the nuances of her character

My Two Grannies
Floella Benjamin and Margaret Chamberlain
Frances Lincoln ISBN: 978-1847800343
Grannie Vero is from Trinidad. Grannie Rose is from the north of England.
When Alvina's parents go away on holiday, both the grannies move in to
Alvina's house to look after her. But the two grannies want to do everything
their own way. Can they all become the best of friends.
Heather Has Two Mummies
Lesléa Newman and Laura Cornell
Walker Books ISBN: 978-1406365559
Updated, beautifully illustrated new edition of this now classic story. When
Heather goes to school for the first time, someone asks her about her daddy
... and Heather doesn't have a daddy! But then the class all draw portraits of
their families, and not one single drawing is the same.
The Great Big Book of Families
Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith
Frances Lincoln ISBN: 978-1406365559
Introduces children to the fact that not all families look the same. Featuring
funny artwork and wonderfully accessible text this book celebrates each
family in its own unique and wonderful way.
Stella Brings the Family
Miriam B Schiffer and Holly Clifton Brown
Chronicle Books ISBN: 978-1452111902
Stella's class is having a Mothers’ Day celebration, but what’s a girl with two
daddies to do? Fortunately Stella finds a unique solution to her party problem
in this sweet story about love, acceptance, and the true meaning of family.
The Princess and the Castle
Caroline Binch
Otter-Barry Books ISBN: 978-1910959480
Genevieve loves to play at being a princess, and she longs to visit the castle
across the bay. But ever since the day her dad was lost at sea, she's afraid to
go near the water. Then along comes Mum's new friend, Cedric. Maybe
Princess Genevieve will be able to go to her castle after all.
Luna Loves Library Day
Joseph Coehlo and Fiona Lumbers
Andersen Press ISBN: 978-1783445950
Every week Luna looks forward to one special day: the day when she
discovers magic among the library shelves; the day she gets to spend with her
dad. Exploring the books, Luna and her dad find magic, mystery and even start
to mend their own history.
6-8
Demolition Dad (A Storey Street novel)
Phil Earle and Sarah Ogilvie
Orion ISBN 978-1444013863
Funny warm-hearted series about families and neighbours This is the story of Jake
Biggs and his dad, George. George spends all week knocking down buildings ... and
all weekend knocking down wrestlers!

Accidental Trouble Magnet (Planet Omar series)
Zanib Mian
Hodder ISBN: 978-1444951226
A Wimpy Kid style illustrated chapter book, Planet Omar takes in all sorts of issues,
from dealing with school bullies and prejudice, especially against Omar's Muslim
family, to forming new friendships and adjusting to change.
Good Dog McTavish
Meg Rosoff and Grace Easton
Barrington Stoke ISBN: 978-1781126837
The Peachey family is in crisis. No one cooks dinner, no one picks up the dirty
washing and the kids are always late for school. All because Mum has resigned
from being Mum and taken up yoga instead. Everyone is in the doghouse, except
McTavish, a rescue dog with a difference, on a mission to sort his new family out...
Choosing Crumble
Michael Rosen and Tony Ross
Andersen Press ISBN: 978-1849395281
When Terri-Lee goes to the pet-shop she thinks she’ll be choosing a dog – she
doesn’t expect the dog to be choosing her! But Crumble is no ordinary pet and he’s
got a few questions to ask, to find out if this is a family he wants to live with!
My Funny Family
Chris Higgins and Lee Wildish
Hodder ISBN: 978-0192744210
Mattie is nine years old and she worries about everything. Which isn't surprising.
Because when you have a family as big and crazy as hers, there's always something
to worry about. First of a warm and funny series about the Butterfield Clan
Me and Mr P
Maria Farrer and Daniel Riley
Oxford ISBN: 978-0192744210
First of a series about the helpful(ish) polar bear who turns up to help out a family
in crisis. All Arthur wants is a normal family, but his brother Liam is so
embarrassing, and his Mum and Dad can't see that and give him all the attention.
Daisy and the Trouble with Chocolate
Kes Gray and Gary Parsons
Red Fox ISBN: 978-1782959663
Daisy's getting into so much trouble over the Easter holidays when she discovers
chocolate and the school hamsters don’t mix! The heroine of many hilarious
adventures. See also the stories about her sidekick Jack Beechwhistle
9-12
Diamonds and Daggers (Marsh Road Mysteries)
Elen Caldecott
Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1408847527
First of a series of exciting adventures about a group of 4 friends from different
backgrounds in a diverse neighbourhood who are brilliant at solving mysteries.

The Great Ice Cream Heist
Elen Caldecott
Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1408820506
'Those McIntyres are nothing but trouble!' When the McIntyre family moves in
next door, Eva is intrigued - it is the first interesting thing to happen for ages.
But her ever protective Dad - even more protective since Eva's mum died - does
not agree
Nothing Ever Happens Here
Sarah Hagger-Holt
Usborne ISBN: 978-1474966238
This is Littlehaven. Nothing ever happens here. Until the spotlight hits my
family. Izzy's family is under the spotlight when her dad comes out as Danielle, a
trans woman. Izzy is terrified her family will be torn apart. Will she lose her dad?
Will her parents break up? And what will people at school say?
The Lotterys Plus One
Emma Donahue
Macmillan ISBN: 978-1474966238
Meet the Lotterys: a unique and diverse family featuring four parents, seven
kids and five pets - all living happily together in their big old house, Camelottery.
But when their grumpy and intolerant grandad comes to stay, everything is
turned upside down.
Binny For Short
Hilary Mckay
Hodder ISBN: 978-1444915433
Binny's life has been difficult since her father died and her dreadful old Aunt
Violet disposed of her beloved dog, Max. Then one day Aunt Violet dies, leaving
a small cottage in Cornwall to Binny and her family. Binny finds herself in a new
world once more, full of sunshine and freedom and Gareth, the enemy-nextdoor and the ideal companion for dangerous dares.
The Boy Who Hit Play
Chloe Daykin
Faber ISBN 978-0571326785
The only thing that Elvis Crampton Lucas knows about where he's from is that
he was found on the bench at a zoo. And that his now father took him home in a
Stetson hat, and named him after the first three vinyls he picked off his shelf.
But now, on his twelfth 'discovery day', it's time for Elvis to find out who left him
at the zoo, and why?
High Rise Mystery
Sharna Jackson
Knights of ISBN 978-1999642518
Summer in London is hot, the hottest on record, and there's been a murder in
THE TRI: the high-rise home to resident know-it-alls, Nik and Norva. Who better
to solve the case? Armed with curiosity, home-turf knowledge and unlimited
time - until the end of the summer holidays anyway.

No Ballet Shoes in Syria.
Catherine Bruton
Nosy Crow ISBN: 978-1788004503
Aya has just arrived in Britain with her mum and baby brother, seeking asylum
from war in Syria. When Aya stumbles across a local ballet class, the formidable
dance teacher spots her exceptional talent. But at the same time, Aya and her
family must fight to be allowed to remain in the country, to make a home for
themselves and to find Aya's father.
Charlie and Me 421 Miles from Home
Mark Lowery
Piccadilly Press ISBN: 978-1848126220
Martin and his younger brother Charlie are travelling 421 miles all the way from
Preston to the very tip of Cornwall. They're hoping to catch a glimpse of the
dolphin that regularly visits the harbour there. Martin adores Charlie but he's
not like ordinary kids. He was born far too early, and ought to have died. Martin
is doing his best to be a good big brother, but it's hard when there's something
so huge coming once they get to Cornwall ...
Under the Skin
Catherine McPhail
Barrington Stoke ISBN: 978-1781128473
At last, Omar's family are safe and have somewhere to live. But life in a new
country isn't easy and life on the estate is proving even harder thanks to Sam.
Sam's always there - in Omar's tower block, in his class, and in his face. He wants
to push Omar around, but Omar's not giving up on his new life and he's ready to
push back.
The Mute Button
Ellie Irving
Corgi ISBN: 978-0552568357
Anthony Button loves his big family, but their noise can drive him crazy.
And with the arrival of a brand-new older brother, it’s worse than ever!
So Ant starts a silent protest to try and get everyone’s attention.
But now he’s pressed the mute button, will he ever find his voice again?
The Space We’re In
Katya Balen and Laura Carlin
Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1526601940
Frank is ten. He likes cottage pie and football and cracking codes. Max is five. He
eats only Quavers and some colours are too bright for him. Sometimes Frank
wishes Mum could still do huge paintings of stars and asteroids like she used to,
but since Max was born she just doesn't have time. When tragedy hits Frank and
Max's lives like a comet, can Frank piece together a universe in which he and
Max aren't light years apart?
The Light Jar
Lisa Thompson
Scholastic ISBN: 978-1407171289
Nate and his mother are running away, hiding out in a tumbledown cottage in
the middle of a forest. When Mum heads off for provisions, and then doesn't
return, Nate is left alone and afraid, with the dark closing in all around him.

The Weight of Water
Sarah Crossan
Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1408830239
Armed with a suitcase and an old laundry bag filled with clothes, Kasienka and
her mother head for England. Life is lonely for Kasienka. At home her mother's
heart is breaking and at school friends are scarce. But when someone special
swims into her life, Kasienka learns that there might be more than one way for
her to stay afloat.
The List of Things that Will Not Change
Rebecca Stead
Andersen Press ISBN: 978-0552574303
Sonia and I have a lot in common. Our parents are divorced. Our dads are gay.
We both love barbecue potato chips. But she is different from me in at least one
way: you can't tell how she's feeling just by looking at her. Making a new family
brings questions, surprises, and joy.
Beyond the Bright Sea
Lauren Wolk
Corgi ISBN: 978-1474966238
Crow has lived her whole life on a tiny, starkly beautiful island. Her only
companions are Osh, the man who rescued her from a washed-up skiff as a
baby and raised her, and Miss Maggie, their neighbour across the sandbar. But it
is only when a mysterious fire appears across the water that Crow sets out to
find her lost identity - and, ultimately, to learn what it means to be a family.
Lenny’s Book of Everything
Karen Foxlee
Pushkin ISBN: 978-1782692386
Lenny Spink is the sister of a giant. Her little brother, Davey, suffers from a rare
form of gigantism and is taunted by other kids and turned away from school
because of his size. To escape their cruel reality, Lenny and Davey obsess over
the entries in their monthly instalment of Burrell's Build-It-at-Home
Encyclopaedia set.
Jake’s Tower
Elizabeth Laird
Macmillan ISBN: 978-1509826711
In real life, Jake is never safe. He lives in constant fear of his mother's violent
boyfriend. But in his imaginary tower he can dream up his own father - the
stranger who gave him a cuddle and a fluffy duck the day he was born and went
away for ever. Jake doesn't believe dreams ever come true. But sometimes they
do - in strange and surprising ways.
The Star Outside my window
Onjali Rauf
Orion ISBN: 978-1510105157
Following the disappearance of her mum, 10-year-old Aniyah suddenly finds
herself living in foster care. With her life in disarray, she knows just one thing for
sure: her mum isn't gone for ever. Because people with the brightest hearts
never truly leave. They become stars.

Corey’s Rock
Sita Brahmachari and Jane Ray
Otter-Barry Books ISBN: 978-1910959978
Isla has moved to the Orkney Islands with her parents, to start a new life after
the death of her beloved young brother. Isla's mother's family is from Orkney
and her father's is from Africa, and she finds island life is very different to her
former city home. Her discovery of the old Orcadian legend about the selkies,
half human, half seal people, becomes the key to acceptance and healing.
Teen
Toffee
Sarah Crossan
Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1408868133
See also Apple and Rain. Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1408827130
When Allison runs away from home she doesn't expect to be taken in by Marla,
an elderly woman with dementia, who mistakes her for an old friend called
Toffee. Allison is used to hiding who she really is, and trying to be what other
people want her to be. And so, Toffee is who she becomes. But as her bond
with Marla grows, Allison begins to ask herself -where is home? What is a
family? And most importantly, who am I, really?
The Truth of Things
Anthony McGowan
Barrington Stoke ISBN: 978-1781128466
See also Lark. Barrington Stoke. ISBN: 978-1781128466
Life is pretty tough for Nicky and Kenny. Their mum is gone and their dad has
had his troubles. Money is tight and people can be cruel about Kenny's learning
difficulties. But through it all, the brothers stick together, sharing adventures
and their love of the natural world, while finding humour in the most difficult of
circumstances.
15 Days Without a Head
Dave Cousins
Oxford ISBN: 978-0192732569
Laurence Roach just wants a normal life, but it's not easy when your mum is a
depressed alcoholic, and your six-year-old brother thinks he's a dog. When
Mum fails to come home one night, Laurence tells nobody, terrified he and his
brother will be taken into care if anyone finds out. Instead, he attempts to keep
up the pretence that Mum is still around: dressing up in her clothes to trick the
neighbours and spinning an increasingly complicated tangle of lies.
Pay Attention Carter Jones
Gary D Schmidt
Andersen Press ISBN: 978-1783448050
Carter Jones is astonished early one morning when he finds a real English
butler, bowler hat and all, on the doorstep. He announces he is here to stay to
help the Jones family, which is a little bit broken. In addition to figuring out
middle school, Carter has to adjust to the unwelcome presence of this new
know-it-all adult in his life and navigate the butler's notions of decorum and
love of cricket.

Sofa Surfer
Malcolm Duffy
Zephyr ISBN: 978-1786697684
Tyler's teenage angst turns to outright rebellion when his family leave London
for a new life in Yorkshire. He's angry with his parents about the upheaval and
furious at losing his home. With only the dog to confide in, Tyler has no idea
that a chance meeting with a skinny girl called Spider will lead him into the
world of hidden homelessness.
Furious Thing
Jenny Downham
David Fickling Books ISBN: 978-1788450980
Lexi's angry. And it's getting worse. If only she could stop losing her temper and
behave herself, her step-father would accept her, her mum would love her like
she used to and her step-brother would declare his crushing desire to spend
the rest of his life with her.
Paper Avalanche
Lisa Williams
David Fickling Books ISBN: 978-1910989975
When it comes to flying under the radar, Ro Snow is the expert. No friends. No
boys. No parties. And strictly NO VISITORS. It may be lonely but at least this way
the truth remains where it should - hidden.
The Reluctant Journal of Henry K Larsen
Susin Nielsen
Andersen Press ISBN: 978-1783443666
Henry used to have a normal life. Now, his therapist wants him to keep a
journal so he can express his feelings about what happened.
Henry has moved with his dad to a new city, where nobody knows their name.
But then he meets Farley and Alberta, social misfits who refuse to let him be
alone. And bit by bit, the past begins to come out.
Mind the Gap
Phil Earle
Barrington Stoke ISBN: 978-1781125892
When Mikey's dad died, something in Mikey died too. He says the worst of it is
that he can't even remember his dad's voice. Eventually Mikey's best mate
can't bear it anymore, and so he sets out to give Mikey the memories - and his
dad's voice - back.
Crongton Knights
Alex Wheatle
Atom ISBN: 978-0349002323
Living on the South Crongton council estate has its worries - and life for McKay
has been even tougher since his mum died. His dad has been working all hours
to keep the bailiffs from their door. His brother is always out riding the streets
at night, tempting trouble. And now, having strayed off his turf on a 'heroic' (if
misguided) mission to help out a girl, McKay finds himself facing a friend's crazy
ex-boyfriend, some power-tripping hood-rats and a notoriously violent gangster
with a vendetta which hits too close to home.

Kick the Moon
Muhammed Khan
Macmillan ISBN: 978-1509874071
Ilyas is under pressure from everyone: GCSE's are looming and his teachers just
won't let up, his dad wants him to join the family business and his mates don't
care about any of it. There's no space in Ilyas' life to just be a teenager. Serving
detention one day, Ilyas finds a kindred spirit in Kelly Matthews, who is fed up
with being pigeonholed as the good girl, and their friendship blows the social
strata of high school wide open.
Lottery Boy
Michael Byrne
Walker ISBN: 978-1406358292
Since his mother's death, Bully has lost his old life. Living rough with his dog,
Jack, he can't imagine his future. But one day, in the last birthday card she ever
gave him, he finds a winning lottery ticket, a last gift from his mum that
suddenly offers such hope. If only he can get to his prize on time. Life is not that
simple. Bully's struggle to survive has just got a whole lot harder.
Rose Interrupted
Patrice Lawrence
Hodder ISBN: 978-1444940657
Eighteen months ago, 17-year-old Rose and 13-year-old Rudder escaped a strict
religious sect with their mum. They are still trying to make sense of the world
outside - no more rules about clothes and books, films and music, no more
technology bans. But also no more friendship with the people they've known all
their lives, no community and no certainty.
When Mr Dog Bites
Brian Conaghan
Bloomsbury ISBN: 978-1408838365
Being sixteen is hard enough, but Dylan Mint has Tourette’s and overhearing a
hushed conversation between the doctor and his mother, Dylan believes that
he's going to die next March. So he grants himself three parting wishes or 'Cool
Things To Do Before I Cack It'. But as Dylan sets out to make his wishes come
true, he discovers that nothing - and no-one - is quite as he had previously
supposed.

